Call to order:  
Meeting called to order by Dr. Keppler at 12:20pm.

Disruptive Behavior Policy:  
Students have complained about other students disrupting class. Disruption of class is covered in the code of conduct. A proposal was drafted by John DeKastro and was passed out to committee members. The SLDC is concerned about due process for the student before he/she is un-enrolled from class and what the definition of disruptive behavior entails, and that un-enrollment affects international students and HOPE Scholars. The committee recommended the following:

- Due process occurs before un-enrollment
- Each disturbance is written up daily
- Chair of the department should be involved from the onset of the disruption process
- A timeline needs to be established
- Dual process – one for one time harsh incidents and one for repeat offenses

The proposal will be revised and presented at the next meeting.

Banner:  
A presentation on Banner and GoSOLAR was given by Cherise Peters and John Pratt. Banner is a new student information system that replaces oasis. A demonstration will be given during one of the committees spring meetings.

Code of Conduct Subcommittee:  
Subcommittee will prepare a written report for the next SLDC meeting. They are aiming to make the code of conduct user friendly for students and staff.

Charters:  
Dr. Gall moved to accept all but the Model Arab League’s charter, seconded by Dr. Trinklein, no discussion. Committee voted 12 – yes, 0 – no. The Model Arab League’s charter was tabled because of a discrepancy with the advisor’s actual signature.

Meeting adjourned at 1:05pm.  
Leslie Wilson, Secretary